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May Jesus and Mary be loved by all hearts!
Blessed Pentecost!
The Spirit is moving!
Ecclesiastes reminds us: “For everything there is a season, and a time for every matter under heaven.”
And now the time has arrived for the Apostles of the Last Times!

1. Our Lady has chosen a bishop, a holy bishop, a man of prayer with a heart for religious.

2. Our Lady’s deep concerns for our times, and her plans for a new Order to triumph over her adversary,

are ready to be publicized in English, virtually a universal language in our day.

3. Our Lady and her Spouse the Holy Spirit, are now calling men and women to her Order. During

paschaltide, a sudden surge of ardent souls have streamed forward to discern religious life in the OMD. At

the same time, the Institute of Religious Life has taken a serious interest in assisting and advising this

new Order.

Gearing up for Maximin’s 150th Anniversary–03/01/25

Is it coincidence that this blossoming of Mary’s new Order is happening as we
near Maximin’s anniversary? Listen and be edified by Maximin, the faithful
apostle of Mary. Thanks to our translators, proofreaders and voice-recorders,
we are delighted to offer you the 1913 “Short Bio” of Maximin. The translation
of the lengthy 1881 “Classic Bio” could use more volunteers, please, so that we
can publish it by next March.

https://youtu.be/1OO-zajnoZQ

Father Gobbi is Now Recognized as her True Apostle of the Last
Times!
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On May 1st, 2024, the Cardinal of Como, Italy has formally opened the cause
of the beatification of Father Stefano Gobbi. This step gains credibility for the
MMP and the OMD because both are intertwined. Mary’s messages in the
MMP “Blue Book” will be a formation manual for the OMD, because She
herself teaches the virtues of purity and reparation, and explains the plans of
the major actors in the time of the Antichrist.

https://youtu.be/KP8cgyyccJ8

Mary’s Message of Reparation is given a solid Biblical Foundation!

Priests have been hesitant to preach about Marian Apparitions, not because
they lack faith, but because her primary message is “Reparation,” a concept
that is not well-expounded in seminaries. Give this book to your pastor. Its
treatise on Job will make him confident to preach often and enthusiastically
about Mary’s approved messages!

https://youtu.be/Lpa36Juv264

See more new uploads on MarianNews. We had to pause on the LaSalette and Bible series to give our
attention to the new vocations, the search for suitable property for a motherhouse (that can house both
males and females with canonically separated quarters), and the final preparations for releasing the book:
The Discovery of the Secret of LaSalette. Our Lady will surely use its promotion as a way to call attention
to the importance of her new Order.

“Well, my children, you will pass this on to all
my people!”
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